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Abstract
We show that verifiable voting systems require a security notion beyond
individual- and universal-verifiability plus cast-as-intended.
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Publishing cast ballots allows each voter to check the presence of their
ballot (individual verifiability) and coupling tallies with proofs allows anyone to check whether a tally represents votes expressed in collected ballots
(universal verifiability) [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Taken together, these facets
enable voters to check whether tallying includes the vote expressed by their
ballot. Yet, digital ballots—one hopes—are constructed by cryptographic
means; we mere mortals, even the most studious, can’t compute ballots.
Voters are at the mercy of machines, which mightn’t even compute ballots,
let alone correctly compute ballots expressing voters’ votes. Individual- and
universal-verifiability only suffice for verifiable voting systems when voters
can compute their own ballots, which is atypical of digital ballots.
Mind the Gap. Individual- and universal-verifiability don’t suffice for verifiable voting systems.
In an attempt to bridge this gap, some systems define ways for a voter
to check whether machines produce a ballot expressing their vote (cast-asintended) [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15]. For instance, a voter may input a vote
to some machine and receive a purported ciphertext, encrypting that vote.
Rather than blindly trusting a machine, the voter can demand evidence,
which a trusted system or party can check to determine whether the received

value represents such a ciphertext. (Checks are typically cryptographic, beyond comprehension of us mere mortals.) Relying on a trusted system or
party may seem disingenuous: Trust is contrary to verifiability. However,
multiple systems or parties can perform checks to limit trust. (Albeit, scalability takes a hit.) Evidence proves whether a ciphertext encrypts a particular
vote and such ciphertexts shouldn’t be cast to avoid compromising privacy.
So, voters repeat the process until they’re convinced a machine functions
correctly, then they cast the next value received from the machine (without
demanding evidence), providing probabilistic assurance that the value is a
ciphertext encrypting their vote.
Mind the Gap. Cast-as-intended and individual verifiability don’t suffice to
determine whether collected ballots express voters’ votes.
Digital ballot construction typically mandates sampling bits. If a machine
abandons the prescribed sampling procedure, computation delivers something resembling a ballot, rather than a correctly computed ballot: A ballot
constructed in disregard for the prescribed procedure is not correctly computed. It may resemble a ballot. A ballot may even be computable in that
way. However, ignoring the construction mandate means the result cannot a
priori be considered a correctly computed ballot. Herein lies the rub—voters
cannot determine whether machines compute ballots or things resembling
ballots. Cast-as-intended and individual verifiability don’t compose to enable determination of whether collected ballots express voters’ votes, since
voters cannot determine whether machines even compute ballots correctly.
Mind the Gap. Individual- and universal-verifiability plus cast-as-intended
don’t yield verifiable voting systems
Consequently, voting systems accepted as verifiable, might not be. Clash attacks [16] are one example of insecurities that may arise. For example, rather
than sampling bits correctly, a machine may sample bits in advance and use
those bits when encrypting votes. Two voters inputting the same vote (having amassed equal volumes of evidence) will receive the same ciphertext.
They’ll rightly be assured the ciphertext encrypts their vote and rightly detect the ciphertext’s presence, but neither can determine whether the ciphertext is theirs, since both voters received identical values. There’s a mismatch
between assumptions underpinning cast-as-intended and individual verifiability: Cast-as-intended assures a ballot expresses a vote, not whether the
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ballot is correctly computed, whilst individual verifiability assures correctly
computed ballots are collected. Cast-as-intended and individual verifiability
don’t compose in the expected way.
Bridging the Gap. Verifiable voting systems require a security notion beyond individual- and universal-verifiability plus cast-as-intended.
We’ve established that individual- and universal-verifiability plus cast-asintended don’t yield verifiable voting systems. Identifying a suitable security
notion to bridge the gap is a direction for future research.
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